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Abstract

We consider a decision maker with randomly evolving tastes who faces dynamic
decision situations that involve intertemporal tradeoffs, such as those in consumption
savings problems. We axiomatize a recursive representation of choice that features
uncertain consumption utilities, which evolve according to a subjective Markov pro-
cess. The parameters of the representation, which are the subjective Markov process
governing the evolution of utilities, and the discount factor, are uniquely identified
from behavior. We relate the correlation of tastes over time and the desire to delay
commitment to future consumption.

1. Introduction

While taste is often modeled as a stable trait of the individual decision maker, tastes
do evolve over time in many instances. For example, risk aversion tends to change
over time (see Bekaert, Engstrom, and Grenadier (2010) and the references therein.)
Accounting for evolving tastes, or taste shocks, is important in dynamic models of
choice in macroeconomics and applied microeconomics, where data is usually noisy.
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The literature makes various assumptions about such taste shocks, including serial
correlation. However, Magnac and Thesmar (2002) find that dynamic models with
serially correlated (unobservable) taste shocks cannot be identified based on discrete
choice data alone.

We consider a decision maker who perceives a particular type of Markov process
that governs the evolution of his tastes, that is, his current taste is a sufficient
statistic for his current beliefs over future tastes. We then analyze initial preferences
over Infinite Horizon Consumption Problems as introduced in Gul and Pesendorfer
(2004) (henceforth GP) where, in every period, choice is between lotteries over current
consumption and a continuation choice problem for the next period. Theorem 1 fully
characterizes the behavioral implications of our model for this dynamic choice data
and shows that it is the appropriate data for full identification.

Consider, then, the dynamic behavior of a forward looking decision maker, who
is aware that his tastes may change, and who embraces the future changes in tastes,
in the sense that he evaluates future consumption based on his expectation of future
consumption tastes. On the one hand, if tastes evolve randomly, then he prefers not to
commit to consumption choice in advance. On the other hand, if tastes are correlated
between subsequent periods, then the reluctance to commit will be reduced as the time
of consumption draws nearer. That is, the decision maker prefers to delay necessary
commitment.1

Importantly, however, the Markovian structure of the process that governs the
evolution of tastes means that he is willing to commit to a continuation problem for
the next period, contingent on the current taste. While this taste is not observable by
the analyst, we argue that this willingness to commit should also hold contingent on
current consumption choice from a large enough menu. Our key novel axiom, Choice
Contingent Continuation Strategic Rationality (Choice Contingent CSR), formalizes
this notion.

Krishna and Sadowski (2014) (henceforth KS) model a decision maker in a
dynamic environment who chooses over acts on an objective space of states of the
world, and who has stable but noisy state-contingent tastes. A common special case
of their model and ours features a stable and state independent underlying taste that

(1) Following Kreps (1979) and Dekel, Lipman, and Rustichini (2001), models of preference for
flexibility have been used to capture a decision maker with the desire to accommodate future
changes in taste in an environment with only one instance of consumption choice, leaving no
room for changes in the willingness to commit over time.
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is perturbed by iid noise (or transient taste shocks). Axiom N.1 relaxes their notion of
unconditional Continuation Strategic Rationality.

Our other axioms, while many, are quite standard. Our static axioms (S.1–S.4),
in particular, are well studied in the menu choice literature, and are independent of
whether the problem is static or dynamic. Most of our dynamic axioms (D.1–D.4)
are discussed in KS. Those dynamic axioms are necessary for any model of dynamic
preferences that is recursive, stationary, and Markovian. In addition, we impose a
structural condition, Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2,) that ensures
that the subjective states in the representation are neither transient nor absorbing.

According to Theorem 1, the Markov process that governs the evolution of tastes
over time in our representation is uniquely identified from first period preferences, as is
the only other preference parameter, the discount factor. To further explore the tight
connection between observable behavior and the correlation of consumption tastes
over time, note that for correlated tastes, knowledge of the taste at one point will
reduce an individual’s uncertainty about future tastes. In that case, the individual’s
aversion to commit to a consumption choice should decrease between one period and
the next, more so the more correlated tastes are over time. For example, an investor
will be less averse to commit to a more or less risky portfolio (say by accepting a
penalty for reallocating his funds) given his current risk aversion, if his risk aversion
is strongly correlated over time. This is independent of ex-ante uncertainty about
the level of risk aversion. Theorem 2 provides comparative statics that formalize this
intuition.

2. A Model of Randomly Evolving Tastes

This section provides our representation result. Section 2.1 describes the environment,
Section 2.2 has the behavioral axioms, Section 2.3 contains the representation result
and Section 2.4 provides intuition for the proof of the representation result.

2.1. Environment

For a compact metric space Y , let PpY q denote the space of probability measures
endowed with the topology of weak convergence, so that PpY q is compact and
metrizable. Let FpY q denote the space of closed subsets of a compact metric space Y ,
endowed with the Hausdorff metric, which makes FpY q a compact metric space.
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Let K be a finite set of consumption prizes with typical member k. We follow
GP in defining an infinite horizon consumption problem (IHCP) as a collection of
lotteries that yield a prize in the present period and a new infinite horizon problem
starting in the next period. Let Z be the collection of all IHCPs.2 GP show that Z
is a compact metric space, and that each z P Z can be identified with a compact
set of probability measures over K ˆ Z. In particular, it can be shown that Z is
linearly homeomorphic to the space of all closed subsets of PpKˆZq. We shall denote
this linear homeomorphism by Z » F

`

PpK ˆ Zq
˘

. Typical elements x, y, z P Z
are interpreted as menus of lotteries over consumption and continuation problems,
while p, q P PpK ˆ Zq are typical lotteries, with pk and pz denoting the marginal
distributions of p on K and Z.

We explicitly model choice between consumption problems from an ex-ante
perspective, before consumption begins. That is, we analyze a binary relation Á Ă

Z ˆ Z, which we refer to as a preference. We let ą and „ denote, respectively, the
asymmetric and symmetric parts of Á. The recursive domain of IHCPs is rich; for
instance, it can accommodate temporal lotteries as in Kreps and Porteus (1978). It is
also amenable to analysis by stochastic dynamic programming.

We will also consider the space of menus of consumption lotteries, F
`

PpKq
˘

,
with typical members being a, b, c. By the recursive nature of Z, continuation problems
are members of Z. Let A,B,C denote typical elements of the collection of menus
of continuation lotteries, F

`

PpZq
˘

. To ease notational burden, we will often write
F for F

`

PpK ˆ Zq
˘

, FK for F
`

PpKq
˘

, and FZ for F
`

PpZq
˘

. When there is no
risk of confusion, we identify prizes and continuation problems with degenerate
lotteries and lotteries with singleton menus. For example, we denote the lottery over
continuation problems that yields z with certainty by z, and the lottery that yields
current consumption k and continuation problem x with certainty by pk, xq.

2.2. Axioms

2.2.1. Standard Static Axioms

Axioms S.1–S.4 are standard and are discussed, for instance, in Dekel, Lipman, and
Rustichini (2001).

(2) See GP for the recursive construction of Z.
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Axiom S.1 (Non-triviality). Á is non-trivial, in the sense that there exist x, y P Z
such that x ą y.

Axiom S.2 (Continuous Order). Á satisfies the following:
(a) Á is complete and transitive.
(b) Á is continuous, in the sense that ty : y Á xu and ty : x Á yu are closed.

We take the convex sum of sets to be the Minkowski sum, namely λx`p1´λqy :“

tλp ` p1 ´ λqq : p P x, q P yu whenever λ P r0, 1s. Notice that if x, y P F, then
λx` p1´ λqy is also closed, and hence is in F. The following axiom is von Neumann-
Morgenstern’s Independence axiom.

Axiom S.3 (Independence). x ą y implies λx ` p1 ´ λqz ą λy ` p1 ´ λqz for all
λ P p0, 1s and z P Z.3

A standard decision maker is one whose preferences are strategically rational
in the sense that x Á y impliesx Y y „ x. A standard decision maker who satisfies
Axiom S.2 chooses as if he evaluates each set by its best element. There exists, then,
a continuous function w : PpK ˆ Zq Ñ R that is linear, such that the functional
x ÞÑ maxpPxwppq represents Á.4

We are interested in a decision maker (henceforth DM) who values flexibility.

Axiom S.4 (Monotonicity). xY y Á x for all x, y P Z.

This is the central axiom in Kreps (1979). It says that additional alternatives
are always weakly beneficial.

Theorem 4 in KS shows that Axioms S.1–S.4 are necessary and sufficient to afford
Á a finitely additive EU representation. In particular, there exists a subjective
state space, UKˆZ , which is a collection of all the (twice-normalized) vN-M utility
functions on K ˆ Z, along with the Borel algebra AUKˆZ , and a charge µ on UKˆZ
that induces the preference functional

V pxq :“

ż

UKˆZ

max
pPx

uppq dµpuq

(3) A lottery p P PpK ˆ Zq is a singleton menu. A weaker version of Independence is Singleton
Independence, which says that Independence holds for all singleton menus. GP show that
Singleton Independence along with Stationarity (Axiom D.2) and Indifference to Timing (Axiom
D.3) imply Independence (Axiom S.3) assumed here.

(4) See footnote 5 of GP for a formal argument.
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The state space UKˆZ consists of all continuous functions on K ˆZ that are identified
up to positive affine transformation. In particular, all the utility functions in UKˆZ
have (i) the same utility for some x˚ P Z, and (ii) the same (supremum) norm. The
first requirement corresponds to normalizing the constant term to 0, and the second
requirement amounts to normalizing the scaling factor to 1.5

2.2.2. Standard Dynamic Axioms

Each probability measure p over K ˆ Z induces marginal distributions pk and pz over
K and Z respectively. The next axiom says that DM does not care about correlations
between outcomes in K and Z, but only cares about the marginal distributions induced
by the lotteries in the menu. In particular, if two lotteries induce the same marginal
distributions over K and Z, then DM does not value the flexibility of having both
lotteries available for choice.

Axiom D.1 (Separability). If, for p, q P PpKˆZq, the marginal distributions satisfy
pk “ qk and pz “ qz, then tp, qu „ tpu.

Versions of the next two axioms appear in GP, who provide a more detailed dis-
cussion. We are interested in stationary preferences, where the ranking of continuation
problems does not depend on time. The recursive nature of the domain allows us to
capture this notion via the following axiom, which says that if x Á y, then x is also
better than y as a continuation problem after consumption of k. Recall that pk, xq
denotes the degenerate lottery that gives pk, xq P K ˆ Z with probability one.

Axiom D.2 (Stationarity). tpk, xqu Á tpk, yqu if, and only if, x Á y.

In what follows, we will find particular use for menus with a product structure.

Definition 2.1. For p P PpKˆZq, let pk P PpKq and pz P PpZq be the corresponding
marginals, and let ppk, pzq be the product lottery. For c P FK and A P FZ , we write
pc, Aq P Z to denote the rectangular menu tppk, pzq : pk P c, pz P Au.

If x Ă Z is closed, then pk,xq :“ tpk, xq : x P xu. For closed x,y Ă Z, let
λx ` p1 ´ λqy be the menu of continuation problems tλx ` p1 ´ λqy : x P x, y P yu.
Notice that although x P FZ , it consists only of degenerate lotteries.

(5) There exists a unique element x˚ P Z such that x˚ » pp˚k , x
˚q P F, where x˚ consists of the

uniform lottery over K, namely p˚k P PpKq, in each period. Analogous to the definition in DLR,
we formally have UKˆZ :“ tu P CpK ˆ Zq : }u}8 “ 1,

ř

kPK upk, x˚q “ 0u, where CpK ˆ Zq is
the Banach space of continuous functions on K ˆ Z with the supremum norm.
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While our domain is sufficiently rich to permit different attitudes towards
temporal lotteries and the timing of the resolution of uncertainty, we shall keep
matters as close as possible to the standard model. That is, we shall abstract from
particular patterns of preference for the timing of uncertainty, and consider the axiom.

Axiom D.3 (Indifference to Timing). λpk,xq ` p1 ´ λqpk,yq „ pk, λx ` p1 ´ λqyq

for all λ P r0, 1s, k P K and x,y Ă Z.

The axiom states that DM is indifferent between (i) receiving lottery λpk,xq `
p1´ λqpk,yq, which yields consumption k and determines whether the continuation
problem will be chosen from x or y, (early resolution) and (ii) receiving with certainty
consumption k and choosing a continuation menu from λx`p1´λqy (late resolution).
The version of Indifference to Timing state above is stronger than that considered in
GP or KS. This is because our present setting allows DM to have a preference for
flexibility with respect to continuation problems, while GP and KS do not.

Separability (Axiom D.1) allows us to consider an induced marginal preference
relation ÁKĂ FK ˆFK .

Definition 2.2. Fix A P FZ . Let a ÁK b if, and only if, pa,Aq Á pb, Aq.

Lemma B.1 in Appendix B.1 shows that for a separable preference that has a
finitely additive EU representation, ÁK is independent of the choice of A P FZ .

In order to elicit continuation preferences contingent on any particular consump-
tion ranking, we aim to identify two consumption menus a and b in FK with aYb ąK b,
such that the best alternative is in a only under that consumption ranking. This is
only possible if the collection of relevant consumption rankings is finite.

Axiom D.4 (Finiteness). For all a P FK , there is a finite set b Ă a with b „K a.

Intuitively, if every set a has a finite subset b that is as good as a itself, then
only a finite collection of consumption rankings can be relevant.6

It is useful to note that the assumption of Separability is independent of the
assumptions of Independence and Indifference to the Timing (of the Resolution of
Uncertainty). To see this, consider the following example.

(6) In terms of the representation, the result that Axiom D.4 indeed implies finiteness of the collection
of relevant tastes is provided by Riella (2013, Theorem 2), who establishes that Axiom D.4 is
the appropriate version of the finiteness assumption in Dekel, Lipman, and Rustichini (2009)
(their Axiom 11) when Monotonicity (Axiom S.4) is assumed. See Lemma B.2 in Appendix B.1
for a direct proof.
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Example 2.3. Suppose there are two subjective states, with utility functions u1 and
u2, where uip¨q P p0, 1q and the probability of state i is πpiq in every period, so that
states are iid. Define the recursive value function

W pxq “
ÿ

i

πpiqmax
pPx

ÿ

k,z

ppk, zq
“

uipkqW pzq
‰

“
ÿ

i

πpiqmax
pPx

Ep
“

uipkqW pzq
‰

where W is affine on Z, and where, for simplicity, we have assumed that the lottery
p has finite support. The representation W clearly satisfies Independence (Axiom
S.3). To see that W does not satisfy Separability (Axiom D.1), consider the menu x
consisting of lotteries p and q over tk1, k2uˆtz1, z2u, where ppk1, z1q “ 1

2
“ ppk2, z2q and

qpk1, z2q “
1
2
“ qpk2, z1q. Let W pz1q ą W pz2q, u1pk1q ą u1pk2q, and u2pk1q ă u2pk2q.

In state 1, it is now optimal for DM to choose p over q, while in state 2, q is superior
to p, thus violating Separability (Axiom D.1).

On the subdomain of menus over product lotteries, ie, where the lottery p is a
product measure over K ˆ Z, so that p “ pk b pz, W can be written as

W pxq “
ÿ

i

πpiqmax
pPx

`

Epk
“

uipkq
‰

Epz
“

W pzq
‰˘

Because Stationarity (Axiom D.2) and Indifference to Timing (Axiom D.3) are relevant
only on product measures, it is easy to see that W meets these conditions. (It is also
trivially separable on this subdomain.)

2.2.3. Novel Dynamic Axioms

The next axiom is our main behavioral assumption. The goal is to require, in terms
of behavior, that DM be strategically rational with respect to continuation problems
contingent on his consumption ranking, ÁK . Given a particular element of a finite
collection of consumption rankings, it is straight forward to construct two consumption
menus a and b in FK , such that the most preferred alternative from aY b is in a only
under that consumption ranking. Such a and b satisfy a Y b ąK b, and DM should
be strategically rational with respect to continuation problems, contingent on his
preferred alternative from aY b being in a.

However, for many a and b with aY b ąK b,, the best alternative is in a for more
than one consumption ranking. In order to deal with such situations, we allow the
addition of any collection of alternatives, c, to b, so long as aY bY c ąK bY c. If the
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best alternative from aY b is in a for only one ranking, this must remain true for any
such c. If the best alternative is in a for multiple rankings, then there is c such that
the best alternative from a Y b Y c is in a for only one ranking. Example 2.5 below
illustrates this. Summing up, we would like to require the following:

If aY b ąK b then there is c P FK , such that (i) aY bY c ąK bY c, and (ii) DM
is strategically rational with respect to continuation problems, contingent on
his preferred consumption choice from aY bY c being in a.

To formalize (ii), consider two continuation menus A and B. Then, the most
preferred lottery from pa,Aq Y pb, A Y Bq is in pa,Aq only if the most preferred
consumption choice is in a. The following definition simplifies notation.

Definition 2.4. Given a menu z, let Á̊z denote the induced ranking over additional
alternatives: x Á̊zy if, and only if, xY z Á y Y z.

Axiom N.1 (Choice Contingent CSR). If aY b ąK b then there is c P FK , such that7

aY bY c ąK bY c[i]

pa,Aq Á̊ pbYc,AYBqpa,Bq implies pa,Aq „̊ pbYc,AYBqpa,AYBq[ii]

This is our main behavioral axiom, and we will illustrate it with an example.

Example 2.5. Consider an individual who has to choose between three possible effort
levels, ` ă m ă h. The reward is increasing in effort and does not vary over time. The
cost of effort is also increasing, but does vary over time according to a Markov process.
Taking into account rewards and costs, the individual may have one of three possible
utilities, listed in the order of increasing cost:

u1phq ą u1pmq ą u1p`q

u2pmq ą u2phq ą u2p`q

u3p`q ą u3pmq ą u3phq

The individual may be asked to (partially) commit to effort levels for the first two
periods. Since costs are uncertain, commitment is never desirable. However, due to

(7) The induced relation Á̊pbYc,AYBq is only an expositional device. Condition (ii) can also be written
in terms of Á: pa,Aq Y pbY c, AYBq Á pa,Bq Y pbY c, AYBq implies pa,Aq Y pbY c, AYBq „
pa,AYBq Y pbY c, AYBq.
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the Markovian structure of the evolution of costs, committing to period 2 effort only
in period 1 is no better than committing ex-ante, if the commitment can condition
on the cost realization in period 1. The menu a “ thu asks the individual to commit
to high effort in period 1, and similarly for b “ t`u and c “ tmu. Let C be the effort
choice problem that requires no commitment. Then the period 2 continuation problem
A “ pa, Cq commits the decision maker to h for period 2 (with no commitment for
later periods), while B “ pbY c, Cq is a commitment to choose either m or `.

Since h is preferred over ` for both low and medium costs of effort (u1 and u2,
respectively), clearly th, `u “ a Y b ąK b “ t`u. Further, if u1 is sufficiently likely
compared to u2 and costs are sufficiently persistent, then when asked to commit to
period 2 effort contingent on preferring h over ` in period 1 the individual would like
to commit to h again, rather than committing to choosing between ` and m. Hence,

pa,Aq Á̊ pb,AYBqpa,Bq

However, this contingent commitment is still costly, because in the case of medium
cost (u2) high persistence means that the cost will likely be medium again in period 2,
in which case commitment to choosing between ` and m (the menu bY c) would have
been preferable. That is,

pa,Aq ̊ pb,AYBqpa,AYBq

In contrast, h is preferred over both ` and m only for u1, so that contingent on
choosing h when all three effort levels are available in the first period (ie the choice
from aY bY c is in a), the individual faces low costs, is likely to again face low costs
in the second period, and hence does not mind committing to h already ex-ante:

pa,Aq „̊ pbYc,AYBqpa,AYBq

This reasoning relies crucially on the Markovian structure of the cost process. If,
instead, the individual expected period 1 to bring information about the likelihood of
period 2 costs in addition to the realization of period 1 cost, then even conditional
ex-ante commitment would remain costly and the axiom would fail.

Note that, in settings where DM considers only finitely many consumption
rankings relevant (as in the example), the axiom is falsifiable in spite of the existential
qualifier. To see this, note that ÁK determines the finite set of relevant consumption
rankings. As noted in the discussion preceding the axiom, the construction of a and b
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such that a outperforms b for only one given consumption ranking is straightforward.
For such a and b, the c whose existence is guaranteed by the axiom can be empty.
This observation is formally established in Lemma B.3.

Finally, we want to ensure that no alternative that is relevant from the ex-ante
perspective can become permanently irrelevant in the future. That is, the collection of
relevant alternatives is not choice contingent.8

Axiom N.2 (Persistent Preference for Flexibility). For all a, b P FK such that
aY b ąK b,

xY y ą x implies pa, txY yuq ą̊pb,txYyuq pa, txuq.

The first qualifier considers two consumption menus a and b, where a is not
dominated by b. Again, the axiom only has implications for the case where the preferred
consumption choice is in a rather than b. The axiom says that, if x Y y ą x, then
this must also be true contingent on the preferred consumption choice being in a. We
emphasize that this requirement and Choice Contingent CSR (Axiom N.1) are not
mutually exclusive: contingent on next period’s preferred consumption choice being
in a, the singleton tx Y yu provides DM with additional alternatives for choice two
periods from now, which he may value (Axiom N.2), even though by Axiom N.1 he is
strategically rational with respect to the union txu Y tyu, which would force him to
commit to one of the two smaller continuation problems already in the next period.

2.3. Preference for Flexibility with Ranking Persistent Utilities

Choice Contingent CSR allows for correlation of consumption utilities. To see this,
notice that the choice of a lottery in a over any lottery in bY c only carries information
about DM’s current ranking of immediate consumption and, contingent on this
information, preferences are required to satisfy strategic rationality with respect to
continuation problems. Hence, today’s consumption ranking must be a sufficient
statistic for today’s beliefs over future consumption utilities. In what follows, U :“
 

u P RK :
ř

i ui “ 0
(

denotes the space of all consumption utilities normalized up to

(8) In the context of our representation, this assumption will rule out absorbing states. This
assumption is also extremely tractable. One may consider the weaker requirement that the
process transition from one subjective state to another in finitely many steps with positive
probability, which will render the Markov chain in the representation regular. We note that the
space of fully connected Markov chains is dense in the space of regular Markov chains for a fixed
state space.
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an additive constant. Also, we shall say that a probability measure µ on U is nice if
µu :“

ş

u dµpuq P U. Intuitively, a probability measure (or subjective belief) is nice if
the expected utility from every prize k P K is finite.

Definition 2.6. A ranking persistent Markov process pUM ,Mq consists of a state
space UM Ă U that is a finitely generated cone,9 and a Markov kernel10 M from UM

to itself, such that M is:
(a) ranking contingent: Mpu, ¨q “Mpλu, ¨q for all λ ą 0, and
(b) persisent: M

`

u, tλu1 : λ ą 0u
˘

ą 0 for all u, u1 P UM .
The ranking persistent Markov process pUM ,Mq is nice if Mpu, ¨q is a nice

probability measure for each u P UM .

We identify the Markov process pUM ,Mq by its Markov kernel M , when the
state space UM is understood. The following lemma establishes that the class of
ranking persistent Markov kernels is a desirable subclass of all Markov kernels on
U, as ranking persistence guarantees the existence of a unique invariant (and hence
ergodic) measure of the Markov process.11

Lemma 2.7. If pUM ,Mq is a ranking persistent Markov process, then an invariant
measure µ0 of M exists and is unique, where µ0pduq “

ş

U
Mpu1, duqµ0pdu

1q.

A proof is in appendix A. As before, we represent integrals with respect to
measures as extensions by linearity and continuity, which allows us to write V p¨, µ0q :“
ş

U
V p¨, uq dµ0puq. Similarly, V ppz, uq denotes the linear extension (by continuity) of

V pz, uq from Z to PpZq.

(9) A set D Ă U is a cone if for all λ ą 0, u P D implies λu P D. The cone D is generated by a
set D0 Ă U if D :“

Ť

λą0 λD0. It is finitely generated if it is generated by a finite set.
(10) Let pX,Xq be a measurable space. Then, M : X ˆXÑ r0, 1s is a Markov kernel from pX,Xq

to itself if (i) for each x P X, Mpx, ¨q is a probability measure on pX,Xq; and (ii) for each D P X,
Mp¨, Dq is a measurable function defined on X. The Markov kernel represents the transition
probabilities for a Markov process with state space X.

(11) This is intuitive, because the induced Markov process on the relevant rankings is fully connected.
For the purpose of the identification results it would be sufficient to consider irreducible Markov
processes on the relevant rankings. Note that this generalization is small, in the sense that the
class of fully connected Markov processes is dense in the class of irreducible processes. The small
gain in generality does not seem to warrant imposing a weaker, but harder to falsify assumption
that only requires the existence of some finite consumption path, contingent on which persistence
is satisfied.
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Definition 2.8. Let δ P p0, 1q and let pUM ,Mq be a nice, ranking persistent Markov
process. A preference Á has an evolving tastes representation

`

pUM ,Mq, δ
˘

, if
V p¨, µ0q represents Á, where µ0 is the invariant measure of M , and V is defined
recursively as

[2.1] V px, uq “

ż

U

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δV ppz, u
1
q
‰

Mpu, du1q

Because µ0 is the invariant measure of the Markov process, V px, µ0q takes the
intuitive form

V px, µ0q “

ż

U

max
pPx

“

uppkq ` δV ppz, uq
‰

dµ0puq

To see this, consider some menu x P Z. Then,
ż

U

V px, uq dµ0puq “

ż

U

”

ż

U

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δV ppz, u
1
q
‰

Mpu, du1q
ı

dµ0puq

“

ż

U

”

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δV ppz, u
1
q
‰

ż

U

µ0pduqMpu, du
1
q

“µ0pdu1q

ı

“

ż

U

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δV ppz, u
1
q
‰

dµ0pu
1
q

where the first equality uses equation [2.1], the second equality uses Fubini’s theorem
to reverse the order of integration, and µ0pdu

1q “
ş

U
Mpu, du1qµ0pduq because µ0 is

the invariant distribution of the Markov process. The ranking persistence of M implies
that for all u P U, V px, uq “ V px, λuq for all λ ą 0.

Proposition 2.9. Each evolving tastes representation
`

pUM ,Mq, δ
˘

induces a unique
continuous function V P CpZ ˆ UMq that satisfies equation [2.1] above.

The proof is in Appendix B.4. We shall say that two Markov processes pUM ,Mq

and pUM 1 ,M 1q are identical up to scaling if UM “ UM 1 and there exists λ ą 0

such that Mpu,Dq “M 1pu, λDq for all measurable D Ă U.

Theorem 1. The binary relation Á satisfies Axioms S.1–S.4, D.1–D.4, N.1, and
N.2 if, and only if, it has an evolving tastes representation

`

pUM ,Mq, δ
˘

. Moreover,
pUM ,Mq is unique up to scaling, and δ is unique.

The proof of the theorem is in Appendix B. The next section provides a sketch
of the most instructive steps in the proof of the theorem, and also demonstrates how
the recursive structure of the evolving tastes representation implies uniqueness of M
up to scaling, even though the continuation value varies with the consumption utility.
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2.4. Proof Intuition for the Evolving Tastes Representation

Theorem 3 of KS establishes the existence of a finitely additive EU representation.
KS (appendix C) show that by Separability, each utility u P UKˆZ can be written
as uppq “ uppk; uq ` vppz; uq, where u P U, and v P UZ :“ tv P CpZq : ‖v‖

8
“

1, vpx˚q “ 0u (recall that x˚ » pp˚k, x
˚q P Z). KS (Appendix A.2) also show that

if a preference with a finitely additive EU representation is strategically rational —
ie, x Á y implies x „ x Y y — it can be viewed as having only one relevant utility
u P UKˆZ . In particular, the charge representing his subjective beliefs is a probability
measure concentrated at a single point.

Finiteness implies that there are only finitely many relevant consumption rankings.
Let these relevant consumption rankings be u1, . . . , un P U, and define rus :“ tλu :

λ ą 0u. Then, set UM :“
Ť

iruis, which will serve as the state space for the Markov
process that we will construct as part of the representation. We argued, when discussing
Choice Contingent CSR (Axiom N.1), that we can establish strategic rationality with
respect to continuation problems for any one of those consumption rankings. Therefore
the consumption ranking must be a sufficient statistic for beliefs. That is, for each
ranking ruis there exists a unique v

`

¨, ruis
˘

: FÑ R that evaluates continuation
problems, so that there are only finitely many valuations for continuation problems.
This observation is key to showing that the representation is jointly identified because
this allows us to show that the subjective state space can be taken to be finite
dimensional, which in turn allows us to use DLR’s joint identification result.

Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2) implies that the functions
v
`

¨, ruis
˘

are monotone with respect to set inclusion and, in particular, are locally
non-satiated. To show that the functions v

`

¨, ruis
˘

are linear, let vipzq :“ vpz, ruisq,
and consider the set O :“

Ş

i v
´1
i

`

int vipZq
˘

. It is easy to see that O is open, and
because the functions vi are locally non-satiated, O is also dense in Z. Moreover, each
vi is uniformly continuous (because Z is compact). Therefore, to show that vi is linear
on Z, it suffices to show that vi is linear on O.

Suppose now, there exist x, y P O and λ P p0, 1q such that v1
`

λx` p1´ λqy
˘

‰

λv1pxq`p1´λqv1pyq. There exist sets x :“ tx1, . . . , xnu and y :“ ty1, . . . , ynu where (i)
x “ x1, y “ y1, (ii) vipxiq ą vipxjq for all i ‰ j and similarly for y, and (iii) x,y Ă O.
It is easy to see that for each λ P r0, 1s, λpk, xiq ` p1´ λqpk, yiq is the unique lottery
in the menu λpk,xq ` p1 ´ λqpk,yq that maximizes u ` δvi. Indifference to Timing
(Axiom D.3) allows us to conclude that, λxi ` p1´ λqyi P Z is the unique maximizer
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of vi from the set λx` p1´ λqy Ă Z for each i, and for i “ 1 in particular, which is a
contradiction. This establishes that vi is linear on O.

Thus, each vi has a finitely additive EU representation. By Stationarity (Axiom
D.2), we show that Á has a recursive representation

V px, µ0q “

ż

U

max
pPx

“

uppkq ` δpuqV ppz, uq
‰

µ0pduq

where the discount factor may only depend on the consumption ranking, that is,
δpuq “ δpλuq for all λ ą 0, and pUM ,Mq is a ranking contingent Markov process such
that

V px, uq “

ż

U

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δpu
1
qV ppz, u

1
q
‰

Mpu, du1q

for each u P UM .
We need to establish that the value function V can be renormalized to make the

discount factor independent of u. Suppose, for simplicity, that the support of µ0 is
U˚ “ tu1, ..., unu where no ui and uj are collinear. Suppose also that there exists a
value function

V̂ px, µ̂0q “
ÿ

ûP Û˚

max
pPx

“

ûppkq ` δ̂V̂ ppz, ûq
‰

dµ̂0pûq

that represents Á and features a constant discount factor. The uniqueness result
in DLR implies that Û˚ and U˚ must correspond to the same collection of vN-M
rankings. That is, there is a reordering of Û˚ such that ξpuiq :“ ui{ûi is well defined
for i “ 1, . . . ,m.

With µip¨q :“Mpui, ¨q, we write xµi, ξy to denote
ř

j µipujqξpujq. Then µ̂ipûq “
µipuqξpuq
xµi,ξy

must hold for all µ̂i, i “ 0, 1, . . . ,m and clearly

ÿ

Û˚

max
pPx

”

ûppkq `
δpuq

ξpuq
V ppz, uq

ı

µ̂0pûq

represents Á, as it is a renormalization of V px, µ0q. Therefore, δ̂V̂ p¨, ûq “ δpuq
ξpuq

V p¨, uq

must hold for all u P U˚. At the same time V̂ p¨, ûiq “ V p¨,uiq
xµi,ξy

. Hence, δ̂ “ δpuiq
ξpuiq

xµi, ξy.
To establish that the value function V̂ exists, we have to show that there is ξ such
that δpuiq

ξpuiq
xµi, ξy is constant for all ui P U˚.

Letting A denote the Markov transition matrix for the Markov process M , the
condition amounts to finding ξ such that κξ “ ∆Aξ for some κ ą 0, where ∆ is the
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diagonal matrix12
»

—

—

—

–

δpu1q 0 . . . 0

0 δpu1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...

... . . . ...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ δpumq

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

That is, we need a strictly positive eigenvector ξ of the matrix ∆A. Persistent Preference
for Flexibility (Axiom N.2) implies that A (and hence ∆A) is strictly positive. The
Perron Theorem (Theorem 3 in appendix B.3) then implies that there is such an
eigenvector ξ that is strictly positive, and hence there is a representation V̂ as above.
It also implies that the eigenvector ξ is unique up to scaling and the corresponding
eigenvalue δ̂ is unique. This implies that beliefs in the representation V̂ , ie, the collection
tµ̂i : i “ 0, . . . ,mu, must be unique up to a common scaling. The proof generalizes
this argument to apply to the case where U˚ may contain collinear elements (and
hence may not be finite).

To see directly why uniqueness of beliefs up to scaling must hold, consider the
example of two evolving tastes representations of the same preferences, V and V̂ as
above, where U˚ does not contain collinear elements and δ and δ̂ are constant. Suppose,
without loss of generality, that 1 ą δ ě δ̂. We argued above that ξpuiq “ δ

δ̂
xµi, ξy must

hold. The Markov process M is ranking persistent, and hence the support of µi is
U˚ for all i P t0, . . . ,mu. Suppose ξpuiq ‰ ξpujq for some i, j P t0, . . . ,mu. Pick the
i that minimizes ξpuiq and observe that ξpuiq ă xµi, ξy ď δ

δ̂
xµi, ξy, a contradiction.

Hence, ξpuiq “ ξpujq for all i, j P t0, . . . ,mu, which just says that tµi : i “ 0, . . . ,mu

and tµ̂i : i “ 0, . . . ,mu must be identical up to a common scaling.
To better understand why Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2) is

necessary, we now provide an example of a preference that satisfies all axioms except
Axiom N.2, and show that it does not have an evolving tastes representation.

Example 2.10. Suppose Á can be represented by the value function V above where

U˚ “ tu1, u2u is the support of µ0, A “
” 1 0

0 1

ı

, and δpu1q ‰ δpu2q. The interpretation

is that today DM is uncertain about tomorrow’s consumption utility, but once he
learns his utility, he does not expect it to ever change again. In that case, there is
no representation with a constant discount factor, because δpuiq

ξpuiq
xµi, ξy “ δpuiq for all

positive ξ.
(12) It is easy to see that with ∆ and A defined as above, ∆A is the square matrix where the row of

A that corresponds to u is multiplied by δpuq.
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3. Correlated Tastes and Delayed Commitment

Tastes in our model are correlated over time. Thus, DM’s knowledge of his taste at
one point in time might reduce his uncertainty about future tastes. This implies that
DM’s willingness to commit to future consumption upon learning his current taste will
depend on the degree to which his tastes are correlated over time. We now formalize
this intuition as a basis for comparing decision makers.13

Given our model, we calculate the discounted expected future taste contingent
on the initial taste realization, averaged over time and over the realizations of the
Markov transitions. The distribution over initial tastes thus generates a distribution
over discounted expected future tastes. The more informative initial taste realizations
are about discounted expected future tastes, the more disperse this distribution will
be. This is how we propose to measure the correlation of tastes over time.

Let ZS be the collection of time separable choice problems, in which choice does
not affect the distribution over continuation problems, and hence consumption choice
does not involve any commitment. Thus, ZS “ F8K .

Consider DM and DM:, with preferences Á and Á:, and evolving tastes rep-
resentations ppUM ,Mq , δq and

``

UM: ,M :
˘

, δ:
˘

, where µ0 and µ:0 are the ergodic
distributions of M and M :, respectively. In order to compare DM and DM:, we as-
sume that both agree on the ranking of time-separable problems which, by construction,
do not offer any opportunity to commit after learning the initial taste.

Definition 3.1. DM and DM: agree on separable problems if for all z, z1 P ZS, z Á z1

if and only if z Á: z1.

Proposition 3.2. DM and DM: agree on separable problems if and only if (i) δ “ δ:,
and (ii) there is ζ ą 0 such that for all u P U,

ż

tλu:λě0u

λ dµ0pλuq “ ζ

ż

tλu:λě0u

λ dµ:0pλuq

A proof is in Appendix C. The proposition establishes that both representations
discount the future at the same rate, and (up to a positive scalar) they also agree
on the ex ante weight they assign to each vN-M ranking, where the weight is the

(13) It is also going to be true that a decision maker with more uncertain tastes will have stronger
preference for flexibility, which is in complete analogy to Theorem 2 in KS. In their model, taste
shocks are transient, which precludes the type of comparison considered here.
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aggregate of the probability assigned to all utilities that correspond to that ranking,
weighted by their scaling.

This allows us to normalize the representations so that ζ “ 1 in Proposition 3.2.
Given this normalization, we now introduce our measure of the correlation of tastes
over time.

For the evolving tastes representation
`

pUM ,Mq, δ
˘

with ergodic distribution
µ0, for each pk P PpKq, let Up¨, pkq : UM Ñ R be defined as

Upu, pkq :“ uppkq ` δ

ż

UM

Upu1, pkqMpu, du1q[3.1]

This lets us define the function Ũp¨q : UM Ñ U as

Ũpuq :“
`

Upu, kq
˘

kPK
[3.2]

Let µ̃ be the probability measure on U that is defined as

µ̃pEq :“ µ0

`

tu : Ũpuq P Eu
˘

[3.3]

for all measurable E Ă U.
In words, Ũpuq is the discounted expected future taste (in present value terms)

contingent on taste u. The measure µ̃ is the measure over these discounted expected
tastes induced by the ergodic distribution over initial tastes.

Definition 3.3. M is δ-more correlated than M 1 if µ̃ is a dilation of µ̃:.14

Let Ziid be menus of iid lotteries over K, where an iid lottery is a sequence of
lotteries of the form pk :“ ppk, pk, . . . q where pk P PpKq. Then, Ziid “ F

`

tpk : pk P

PpKqu
˘

, and consists of sets of consumption lotteries where the chosen lottery will be
consumed in every future period, and so represents perfect commitment. We can now
relate our notion of correlation over time to our behavioral comparison.

Definition 3.4. DM has greater desire to delay commitment than DM: if z Á: y

implies z Á y for all z P Ziid and y P ZS.

Theorem 2. Suppose DM and DM: agree on separable problems (and hence δ “ δ:).
Then DM has greater desire to delay commitment than DM: if and only if M is δ-more
correlated than M 1.
(14) Let Q be a Markov kernel from U to itself. Then, Q is a dilation if it preserves expectations, ie,

ş

U
u1Qpu, du1q “ u for all u P U. For probability measures µ and µ: on U, µ is a dilation of µ:

if there is a dilation Q such that µpdu1q “
ş

Qpu, du1qµ:pduq.
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A proof is in Appendix C. We argued at the outset of this section that it is
plausible that a decision maker whose tastes are more correlated over time is more
open to commit to a consumption choice after initially learning his taste. The theorem
spells out the correct notion of correlation of tastes.

4. Related Literature

Rather than passively learning about the taste, as in our model, a decision maker
might actively contemplate his taste, where such contemplation is costly. Ergin and
Sarver (2010) provide a model of costly contemplation in the context with only one
instance of consumption choice, as first analyzed by Dekel, Lipman, and Rustichini
(2001). A related model in a dynamic context is provided by Dillenberger, Krishna,
and Sadowski (2020), where the decision maker tries to learn about the verifiable state
of the world, rather than his own taste.

Piermont, Takeoka, and Teper (2016) consider a forward looking decision maker
with a stable but unknown taste, who expects to learn through exploration. That is,
rather than experiencing changing tastes, the decision maker becomes more and more
informed about his stable taste as he experiences different consumption alternatives.

Tastes could also change in response to consumption, as in the context of habit
forming preferences, where the forward looking DM understands how his consumption
choice today will affect preferences in the future. A dynamic model of habit formation
along the lines of the model presented in this paper is the subject of a separate research
project.

A forward looking DM who expects his tastes to change over time is affected
by his attitude towards those changes. In this paper we consider one extreme, where
DM embraces changes and tries to accommodate them. In the other extreme he may
resent changing tastes; he acknowledges that his choice in the future will be governed
by the changed tastes, but in the current period he evaluates this future choice based
on the current taste. As a consequence, he wants to commit to a future choice now.
This is the familiar intuition behind models of time inconsistent preferences with
sophistication, as for example in O’Donaghue and Rabin (2000). Based on the model
by Strotz (1955), in which preferences change over time in a deterministic fashion, Gul
and Pesendorfer (2005) analyze how such a decision maker chooses between different
dynamic decision problems that are similar to ours.

More generally, it is plausible that a decision maker would find it desirable
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to retain the flexibility to react to some aspects of his changing tastes (as in our
model), while at the same time seeking to commit not to accommodate other changes
(as in GP). For example, he might want to accommodate changes in risk aversion
while committing not to accommodate changes in his discount factor. We leave an
investigation of the interaction of the two attitudes towards changing tastes as another
topic for future research.

Finally, while we focus on dynamic choice with separable preferences, the macroe-
conomic literature in particular has sometimes found it useful to employ non-separable
preferences, as in the model of Epstein and Zin (1989). In a recent paper, Lu and Saito
(2019) axiomatically analyze a model of choice with evolving tastes in a very general
non-separable representation. The representation can accommodate a recursive version
of the Epstein-Zin model as a special case, but the paper does not provide a tight
characterization of that model or of the separable case analyzed here. We contend
that the canonical model with separable preferences is the natural starting point for
the investigation of the behavioral implications of evolving tastes.

Appendices
A. Proof of Lemma 2.7

By definition of the Markov process pUM ,Mq, there exist u1, u2, . . . , un P U such that
UM :“ cone

`

tu1, . . . , unu
˘

. Denoting ruis “ tλui : λ ą 0u, we see an induced Markov
chain on the rankings, with state space truis : i “ 1, . . . , nu, and with transition prob-
abilities M

`

ruis, rujs
˘

, where we have abused notation, because Mpui, ¨q “Mpλui, ¨q

for all λ ą 0. This is a Markov chain on a finite state space, and because all transition
probabilities are strictly positive, there is a unique invariant distribution ν0

`

ruis
˘

.
Let ν be any measure on UM such that ν

`

ruis
˘

“ ν0
`

ruis
˘

for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Define the measure µ0 on UM as follows: for any measurable D Ă UM ,

µ0pDq :“
n
ÿ

i“1

”

ż

ruis

Mpu,Dq νpduq
ı

“
ÿ

i

Mpui, Dq
”

ż

ruis

νpduq
ı

“
ÿ

i

Mpui, Dqν
`

ruis
˘
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It is easy to see that µ0

`

ruis
˘

“ ν0
`

ruis
˘

for i “ 1, . . . , n. Moreover, µ0pDq is inde-
pendent of the choice of the measure ν, as long as ν satisfies ν

`

ruis
˘

“ ν0
`

ruis
˘

for
i “ 1, . . . , n. Therefore, µ0 is the unique invariant measure of the Markov process
pUM ,Mq.

B. Proof of Theorem 1

Some steps of our proof parallel the proof of the representation theorem in KS. We
refer to formal statements in KS by adding the letters KS to their numbering. Thus,
Lemma nKS refers to Lemma n in KS, and similarly for Propositions and Theorems.

B.1. Separable Representation: Existence and Identification

The relevant domain here is Z » F
`

PpK ˆ Zq
˘

. Lemma 20KS establishes that if Á

has a finitely additive EU representation (Theorem 3KS) and satisfies Separability
(Axiom D.1), then it has a separable representation of the form

W pxq “

ż

tuPUKˆZ :uppq“uppkq`vppzqu

max
pPx

“

uppkq ` vppzq
‰

dµpuq[B.1]

Lemma B.1. Let Á have a separable representation as in [B.1]. If ÁK is as in
definition 2.2, then ÁK is independent of the choice of A P FZ .

Proof. Let W be as in [B.1]. Then, for any a, b P FK , and A,B P FZ , we have

W ppa,Aqq “

ż

tuPUKˆZ :uppq“uppkq`vppzqu

max
pkPa;pzPA

“

uppkq ` vppzq
‰

dµpuq

“: ϕKpaq ` ϕZpAq

where ϕK : FK Ñ R and ϕZ : FZ Ñ R. By construction, ϕK represents ÁK , which is
independent of the choice of A, which completes the proof.

By a variation of Proposition 20KS, we can transform the state space in [B.1] to
be UK ˆ r0, 1s ˆ UZ . In what follows, let ν be the marginal of µ on UK .

Lemma B.2. Let Á have a separable representation as in (B.1). If ÁK satisfies
Finiteness (Axiom D.4), then the support of the marginal of µ on UK is finite.15
(15) Riella (2013) offers a different proof of this claim.
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Proof. Let ϕK represent ÁK . By lemma B.1, it follows that ϕK is well defined. As ϕK
is continuous, linear, and monotone, it has an additive EU representation of the form
ϕKpaq “

ş

UK
maxpkPa uppkq dνpuq where ν is countably additive and is the marginal

of µ on UK .
To see that ν must have finite support, suppose not. Let a be the ball of radius

ε around p˚k, the uniform lottery over K. It is easy to see that because ν has infinite
support, there can be no finite b Ă a such that ϕKpbq “ ϕKpaq, which contradicts
Finiteness (Axiom D.4).

Lemma B.3. Suppose Á has a separable representation as in [B.1], and also satisfies
Finiteness (Axiom D.4). Fix r˚ P UK such that νpr˚q ą 0. Let a, b P FK be such that
maxαPa r

˚pαq ą maxαPb r
˚pαq and maxαPa rpαq ă maxαPb rpαq for all r ‰ r˚. For such

a, b P FK , we may take c “ b in Choice Contingent CSR (Axiom N.1).

Proof. By hypothesis, Á has a representation of the form

W pxq “

ż

UKˆr0,1sˆUZ

max
pPx

“

γrppkq ` p1´ γqvppz, rq
‰

dµpr, γ, vq

where the marginal of µ on UK has finite support. The representation implies that if
aY bY c ąK bY c, then a dominates bY c in state r˚, while c possibly dominates b in
relevant states r ‰ r˚. However, in those states, b already dominates a, and thus

pa,Aq Á̊ pbYc,AYBq pa,Bq implies pa,Aq „̊ pbYc,AYBq pa,AYBq

if, and only if,

pa,Aq Á̊ pb,AYBq pa,Bq implies pa,Aq „̊ pb,AYBq pa,AYBq

Thus, under the conditions stated, we may take c “ b in Axiom N.1.

Proposition B.4. Let Á have a separable representation as in equation [B.1], and
suppose it also satisfies Finiteness (Axiom D.4) and Choice Contingent CSR (Axiom
N.1). In that case, for all u in the carrier of µ, the induced marginal charge µp¨|uq on
UZ has singleton support. Moreover, if λ ą 0 and u, λu are in the carrier of µ, then
µp¨|uq “ µp¨|λuq.

Proof. As before, we may regard µ as a charge on UK ˆ r0, 1s ˆ UZ . We will show
that for each r˚ P UK , the induced marginal charge µp¨|r˚q has singleton support in
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r0, 1s ˆUZ . Proposition 20KS implies that the separable representation can be written
as

W pxq “

ż

UKˆr0,1sˆUZ

max
pPx

“

rppkq `
1´γ
γ
vppzq

‰

γ dµpr, γ, vq

Fix r˚ in the finite support of the marginal of µ on UK . Let ε ą 0 be such that
b :“ tα P UK : ‖α ´ p˚k‖2 ď εu is contained in the interior of PpKq.16 Then, there
exists α P PpKq that is superior to all alternatives in b in consumption taste r˚,
while for all other relevant consumption utilities, some alternative from b is preferred
to α. Letting a :“ tαu, we see that a Y b ąK b. Choice Contingent CSR (Axiom
N.1) now implies that there exists c P FK such that (i) a Y b Y c ąK b Y c and (ii)
pa,Aq Á̊ pbYc,AYBqpA,Bq implies pa,Aq „̊ pbYc,AYBqpA,Bq. By the construction of a
and b, and by Lemma B.3, we may assume, without loss of generality, that Choice
Contingent Strategic Rationality (Axiom N.1) is satisfied for c “ b.

Property (i) of the axiom is trivially satisfied. To check (ii), consider arbitrary
A,B P FZ and define x :“ pa,Aq Y pb, AYBq and y :“ pa,Bq Y pb, AYBq. We may
assume, without loss of generality, that x Á y. Then, W pxq “ r˚pαq ` ψpAq ` κ ě

r˚pαq ` ψpBq ` κ “ W pyq, where the κ is the utility from consumption in all states
other than r˚, and is the same in both menus x and y, and where for any menu
A P FZ ,

ψpAq :“

ż

r0,1sˆUZ

1´γ
γ

max
pzPA

vppzq γ dµpγ, v|r˚q

Notice that W pxq ě W pyq if, and only if,

[B.2] ψpAq ě ψpBq

Consider the menu y1 :“ pa Y b, A Y Bq. Since the menus A,B P FZ are such
that x Á y, Choice Contingent CSR (Axiom N.1) implies that x „ y1, which requires
W pxq “ r˚pαq ` ψpAq ` κ “ r˚pαq ` ψpAYBq ` κ “ W py1q and is equivalent to

[B.3] ψpAq “ ψpAYBq

The function ψ is a utility function on FZ . It is easily seen that ψ is linear, and
monotone, and induces a preference on FZ that is continuous, satisfies Independence
(Axiom S.3), and Monotonicity (Axiom S.4). Displays [B.2] and [B.3] now imply that
the preference induced by ψ is strategically rational, and so for each r˚, the marginal of
µ on UZ has singleton support (see Proposition 15KS), which completes the proof.

(16) Recall that p˚k is the uniform lottery over K.
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Proposition B.4 implies that there exists a continuous v : Z ˆ UÑ R such that
for all pu, v1q P UˆUZ , v1pzq “ κpuqvpz, uq (up to adding a constant), µ-almost surely.
Moreover, for u, λu in the carrier of µ, where λ ą 0, it follows that vp¨, uq “ vp¨, λuq.

The proposition further implies thatW is Z-simple in the sense that the marginal
of µ on UZ has finite support. It follows from Proposition 23KS that the representation
is jointly identified and µ is a regular probability measure on UK ˆ r0, 1s ˆ UZ . We
can rewrite the representation, transforming UK ˆ r0, 1s ˆ UZ to become Uˆ UZ .
Proposition B.4 implies that each consumption state u P U corresponds to a unique
continuation utility function vp¨, uq. Hence, we may assume that the state space is U

and let µ0 be the corresponding measure on U.
Let U˚ :“ supppµ0q be the support of µ0. By Proposition B.4, there exists

tu1, . . . , unu Ă U such that U˚ Ă UM “
Ť

λą0 λtu1, . . . , unu. As before, we write
rus :“ tλu : λ ą 0u for all u P UM . Intuitively, rus is an equivalence class of
consumption utilities, all of which induce the same continuation utility. Thus, we may
write W pxq as

W pxq “

ż

U

max
pPx

“

uppkq ` vppz, rusq
‰

dµ0puq[B.4]

Proposition B.5. In the representation in [B.4], the marginal of µ0 on each ruis is
identified uniquely up to scaling.

Proof. Define

Wipxq “

ż

ruis

max
pPx

“

uppkq ` vppz, ruisq
‰

dµ0puq

so thatW pxq “
ř

iWipxq. Arguments analogous to those in Proposition 25KS establish
that the marginal of µ0 on each ruis is identified up to scaling, which proves the
proposition.

B.2. Recursive, Uniformly Ranking Persistent Representation

To show that a recursive representation exists, we need to first show that the functions
vp¨, ruisq : Z Ñ R in [B.4] are linear. Towards this end, consider the mapping v : Z Ñ

Rn, defined as follows: vipxq :“ vpx, ruisq. Let z˚ » pPpKq, z˚q be the IHCP that gives
all the lotteries in each period. By definition of SZ , we have vipz˚q “ 1 and vipx˚q “ 0

for all i (where x˚ » pp˚k, x˚q and p˚k is the uniform lottery over K so that x˚ gives
this lottery in each period).
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Let Oi :“ v´1i pint vipZqq, and let O :“
Ş

i

Oi. Since each vi is continuous, it

follows that each Oi and hence O, is open. Let Di :“ Zz clOi. To show that each
vp¨, ruisq is linear on Z, we need to show that it is locally non-satiated, which amounts
to Di “ ∅. To see this, we need the following lemma.

Lemma B.6. For every x P Z and for every open neighbourhood N Q x, there exist
y, z P N such that (i) y Ă z, and (ii) z ą y.

Proof. Fix x P Z and let N Q x be open. Then, there exists y P N such that y is
not a Á-maximal or Á-minimal element in Z. Recall that z˚ »

`

PpKq, z˚
˘

, and
by definition, z˚ Ą y. Moreover, z˚ ą y. Therefore, there exists λ P p0, 1q such
that (i) λz˚ ` p1 ´ λqy Ă N (by the definition of the Hausdorff metric), and (ii)
λz˚ ` p1 ´ λqy ą y (by Independence, Axiom S.3). Setting z :“ λz˚ ` p1 ´ λqy

completes the proof.

Lemma B.7. Let Á have a representation as in [B.4], and suppose Á satisfies Persistent
Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2), Then, Di “ ∅ for each i “ 1, . . . , n.

Proof. Notice that by definition, Di is the union of two disjoint, connected sets that are
open. The function vi achieves its maximum and minimum values on these components,
and is therefore constant on each of the components of Di.

Suppose Di ‰ ∅, ie, suppose x P Di, and let N be an open neighbourhood of
x such that x P N Ă Di and vi is constant on N . Then, by Lemma B.6, there exist
y, z P N where y Ă z and z ą y. By Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2),
we must then have vipzq ą vipyq, which contradicts the fact that vi must be constant
on N , completing the proof.

If each Di is empty, then each Oi is open and dense in Z, which implies that
O “

Ş

iOi is also dense in Z. Therefore, to show that each vi is linear in Z, it suffices
to show that vi is linear on O. We establish this next.

Definition B.8. A pair of sets px,yq P Z2 is amenable if x :“ txi P Z : i “ 1, . . . , nu

and y :“ tyi P Z : i “ 1, . . . , nu and if the following hold:
• vipxiq ą vipxjq for all j ‰ i, and
• vipyiq ą vipyjq for all j ‰ i

Because O is open, given x, y P O, we can construct an amenable pair px,yq
such that x “ xi P x and y “ yi P y. In particular, this demonstrates that amenable
sets exist.
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For each λ P r0, 1s, define zλ :“ λx` p1´ λqy. As x and y consist of degenerate
lotteries, zλ also consists of degenerate lotteries. For each i “ 1, . . . , n, define Ψi :

r0, 1s� xˆ y as follows:

Ψipλq :“

"

px, yq : x P x, y P y, λx` p1´ λqy P arg max
zPzλ

vipzq

*

Let Ψipλq “ pΨi,x,Ψi,yq. We shall establish some properties of Ψi for amenable pairs
px,yq.

Proposition B.9. Let Á have a representation as in [B.4], and suppose Á satisfies
Indifference to Timing (Axiom D.3). Then, the correspondence Ψ has the following
properties:
(a) Ψi is ‘onto’. That is, for each λ P r0, 1s and x P x, there exists j such that

xi P Ψj,xpλq, with a similar claim for yi P y.
(b) Ψi is a function.
(c) Ψi is continuous.
(d) Ψi is constant, ie, is independent of λ.

Proof. In the proof, we make repeated use of the fact that by Indifference to Timing
(Axiom D.3), λW ppk,xqq ` p1´ λqW ppk,yqq “ W ppk, zλqq for all λ P r0, 1s.
(a) Suppose not, so that xi R Ψj,x for any j “ 1, . . . , n. Then, by perturbing xi, we

obtain a contradiction to the equality λW ppk,xqq ` p1´ λqW ppk,yqq “ W ppk, zλqq

and the fact that px,yq is an amenable pair.
(b) Suppose not, so for some λ P p0, 1q, Ψipλq “ tpxj, yjq : j “ 1, . . . ,mu. Let λ˚ :“

inftλ : Ψipλq is not a singletonu. It is easy to see that λ˚ ą 0. It is also easy to see
that we may choose, without loss of generality, x and y such that there exists a
unique i where Ψipλ

˚q is not a singleton. Since Ψ is onto (as established above),
we can perturb one of the elements of Ψipλ

˚q without affecting W ppk, zλ˚qq, but
affecting λ˚W ppk,xqq ` p1´ λ˚qW ppk,yqq, which is a contradiction.

(c) This is a simple consequence of the Theorem of the Maximum.
(d) This follows because Ψi is continuous, r0, 1s is connected, and x and y are finite

sets.

Proposition B.10. Let Á have a representation as in [B.4], and suppose Á satisfies
Indifference to Timing (Axiom D.3) and Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom
N.2). Then, each vi is linear on Z.
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Proof. Recall that Z is compact and vi is continuous on Z, which implies that vi is, in
fact, uniformly continuous on Z. Lemma B.7 says that because Á satisfies Persistent
Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2), O is dense in Z. Therefore, it suffices to show
that vi is linear on O, because by lemma 3.8 of Aliprantis and Border (1999), vi has a
unique continuous extension to Z (which must also be linear).

Suppose now that there exist x, y P O such that vi
`

λx` p1´ λqy
˘

‰ λvipxq `

p1´ λqvipyq. By Indifference to Timing (Axiom D.3), we have

[‹] W
`

pk, zλq
˘

“ λW ppk,xqq ` p1´ λqW ppk,yqq

for an amenable pair px,yq with x “ xi P x and y “ yi P y. By the properties of the
function Ψ, we see that

W ppk, zλqq “ κ` vi
`

λx` p1´ λqy
˘

λW ppk,xqq ` p1´ λqW ppk,yqq “ ι` λvi pxq ` p1´ λqvi pyq

where κ and ι do not depend on x and y (locally). It is easy to see that we can now
perturb x (say) such that [‹] no longer holds, which proves our claim.

Proposition B.11. Let Á have a representation as in [B.4] where vp¨, rusq is linear,
and suppose Á satisfies Stationarity (Axiom 6) and Persistence (Axiom N.2). Then,
there is a value function

V px, uq “

ż

U

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δpu
1
qV ppz, u

1
q
‰

Mpu, du1q[B.5]

for all u P UM , where pUM ,Mq is a ranking contingent Markov process where
supppµ0q Ă UM , such that

V px, µ0q :“

ż

U

max
pPx

“

uppkq ` δpuqV ppz, uq
‰

dµ0puq[B.6]

is a representation of Á.

Proof. For rectangular menus of the form tpk, xqu, [B.4] becomes

W
`

tpk, xqu
˘

“

ż

UM

“

upkq ` vpx, rusq
‰

dµ0puq

“
ÿ

rusĂUM

vpx, rusqµ0prusq `

ż

UM

upkq dµ0puq
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where vp¨, rusq is continuous and linear. The last equality follows because UM “
Ťn
i“1ruis. Notice that the second term does not depend on x. By Theorem 3, each

vp¨, rusq induces a preference Árus on F
`

PpK ˆ Zq
˘

that is continuous and satisfies
Independence (Axiom S.3). We claim:

Claim B.12. For each u P UM , Árus also satisfies Monotonicity (Axiom S.4).

Proof of Claim. Let a :“ tα P PpKq : ‖α ´ p˚k‖2 ď εu for some sufficiently small
ε ą 0. Let k1 P K be such that u1

`

λp˚k ` p1 ´ λqk1
˘

ą maxαPa u1pαq for all λ P p0, 1q
such that λp˚k ` p1´ λqk1 R a. Define bλ :“ tλp˚k ` p1´ λqk

1u Y a and λ˚ :“ mintλ ą

0 : λp˚k ` p1´ λqk
1 P au, so that bλ˚ “ a. By construction, aY bλ ąK a, for all λ ą λ˚.

Suppose, contrary to the claim, that x ąruis xY y for i “ 1, . . . , ` but xY y Áruis

x for i “ ` ` 1, . . . , n for some ` P t1, . . . , nu. By appropriately perturbing y if
necessary, we may take y such that x Y y ą x (because Á is continuous). Observe
that pa, tx, x Y yuq ą pa, tx Y yuq because W

`

pa, tx, x Y yuq
˘

´W
`

pa, tx Y yuq
˘

“
ř`
i“1

“

vpx, ruisq´vpxYy, ruisq
‰

µpruisq ą 0, where we have used the fact that vpx, ruisq ą
vpxY y, ruisq for i “ 1, . . . , `.

Since aY bλ ąK a and xY y ą x, Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom
N.2) implies that pa Y bλ, tx Y yuq ą pa, txuq Y pbλ, tx Y yuq. In the limit as λ Ñ λ˚

so that bλ Ñ a, we must have pa, txY yuq Á pa, tx, xY yuq, because Á is continuous,
which contradicts our earlier observation that pa, tx, xY yuq ą pa, txY yuq, thereby
proving the claim. N

Theorem 3 then implies that because vp¨, rusq represents Árus, and because
vp¨, rusq is continuous, linear, and monotone with respect to set inclusion, vp¨, rusq can
be written as

vpx, rusq “ δprusq

ż

UKˆZ

max
pPx

uppq dµruspuq

where µrus is a probability charge on UKˆZ , and δprusq is the scaling factor that allows
us to take µrus to be a probability charge.

Let W 1pxq :“ W
`

tpk, xqu
˘

for some fixed k P K. By Stationarity (Axiom D.2),
W 1pxq ě W 1pyq if, and only if, W pxq ě W pyq. Indifference to Timing (Axiom D.3)
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implies that W 1 is an affine transformation of W . Therefore, we have

W pxq “

ż

UM

max
pPx

“

uppkq ` vppz, rusq
‰

dµ0puq

9W 1
pxq “ W

`

tpk, xqu
˘

“
ÿ

rusĂUM

vpx, rusqµ0prusq ` constant

“
ÿ

rusĂUM

”

δprusq

ż

UKˆZ

max
pPx

uppq dµruspuq
ı

µ0prusq ` constant

Define the charge σ˚ on UKˆZ as σ˚pduq :“
ř

rusPUM
δprusqµ0prusqµruspduq. Then, the

last line in the display above can be written as

W pxq9

ż

UKˆZ

max
pPx

uppq dσ˚puq

where σ˚ on UKˆZ is not necessarily a probability charge.
Following the arguments in Proposition 28KS, and using the fact that rus is a

sufficient statistic for v P UZ , we may take µ0 to be defined on UKˆZ . By virtue of
Proposition 23KS, which says that the state space and measure are jointly identified,
it must be that µ09σ

˚.
This implies the carrier of σ˚ coincides with the carrier of µ0 and is finite. But σ˚

is the positive linear combination of charges µrus on UKˆZ , and therefore, the carrier
of each µrus (where u P UM) must be a subset of the carrier of σ˚, and hence of the
carrier of µ0, which is a subset of UM .

This allows us to write

vpx, rusq “ δprusq

ż

UM

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` vppz, ru
1
sq
‰

dµruspu
1
q

for each u P UM . Define the Markov kernelM on UM as follows:Mpu, du1q :“ µruspdu
1q

for all u P UM . It is clear thatM is ranking contingent. Also define δpuq :“ δprusq, and
V px, uq :“ vpx, rusq{δpuq to find the recursive value function [B.5]. Finally, plugging
into equation [B.4], and defining V px, µ0q :“ W pxq, we see that V px, µ0q as in [B.6]

represents Á, as desired.

We now show that the Markov kernel M is uniformly ranking persistent.

Proposition B.13. Let Á have a recursive representation as in [B.6], and suppose Á

satisfies Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2). Then, M
`

u, ru1s
˘

ą 0 for
all u, u1 P UM .
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Proof. Suppose Mpu1, rusq “ 0 for some u, u1 P UM . Construct menus x, y such that
ż

rus

max
pPy

“

ûppkq ` δpûqV ppz, ûq
‰

dµ0pûq

ą

ż

rus

max
pPx

“

ûppkq ` δpûqV ppz, ûq
‰

dµ0pûq

but
ż

UM zrus

max
pPx

“

ûppkq ` δpûqV ppz, µûq
‰

dµ0pûq

ą

ż

UM zrus

max
pPy

“

ûppkq ` δpûqV ppz, µûq
‰

dµ0pûq

This immediately implies xY y ą x.
Similarly, construct consumption menus a and b, such that maxαPa u

1pαq ą

maxαPb u
1pαq and maxαPb ûpαq ě maxαPa ûpαq for all û P UMzru

1s. Then, the best
element from paYb, txYyuq is in pa, txYyuq only in states in ru1s. At the same time, con-
tingent on being in a consumption state in ru1s, the best choice of a continuation menu
is surely txu, sinceMpu1, rusq “ 0 by assumption. Hence, pa, txuq „̊ pb,txYyuqpa, txYyuq,
which contradicts Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2), which requires
pa, txY yuq ą̊ pb,txYyuqpa, txuq.

B.3. Representation with Constant Discount Factor: Existence and
Uniqueness

Propositions B.11 and B.13 establish that Á has a recursive representation as in [B.5]

and [B.6], with a ranking persistent Markov process. Our goal is to show that there
exists a unique equivalent representation with a constant discount factor. We now
describe, in brief, how the approach parallels the construction of a representation with
a constant discount factor that leads to the DPF representation in KS.

In the DPF representation, the states are S “ t1, . . . , nu and uncertain utilities
are described by measures µs that depend on the state s P S, while the Markov process
on states S is given by the transition probabilities Πps1, sq.

In the evolving tastes representation, the uncertain utilities are described by the
ranking contingent Markov kernel Mpu, ¨q, wherein Mpu, ¨q “Mpλu, ¨q. Moreover, the
probability of the ranking ruis is Mpu, ruisq. Consider the following correspondence:
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DPF Evolving Tastes

S “ t1, . . . , nu States for Markov Process truis : i “ 1, . . . , nu

Πps, s1q Probabilities of States/Rankings Mpu, ruisq

µspDq, D Ă U Probabilities of utilities given states Mpu,Eq{Mpu, ruisq, E Ă ruis
π0 (of Π) Invariant Measures µ0 (of M)

In the DPF representation, at each instant in time, DM’s uncertainty about
utilities in the next period can be decomposed into uncertainty about the state
s P S and the conditional probabilities over utilities in U given by µs. Formally, this
determines a probability measure over S ˆ U.

In the evolving tastes representation, uncertainty about utilities in UM can
be decomposed into uncertainty about the ranking ruis, given by Mpu, ruisq, and
uncertainty about the intensity of the utility, conditional on the ranking, given by
Mpu,Eq{Mpu, ruisq where E Ă ruis is measurable. Thus, the formal structure of the
two representations is essentially the same.

In order to obtain a representation with a constant discount factor, one can
apply the same transformations that we used in the case of the DPF representation as
in Proposition 30KS. The Perron Theorem implies that such a representation exists
and is unique. In particular, the distribution of intensities given the ranking ruis is
uniquely identified. To identify the stationary distribution µ0 of M , it suffices then to
calculate the stationary distribution of the induced Markov process on rankings.

Once we have a representation with a constant discount factor, all that remains
is to show that the discount factor is less than one. This is done in a manner parallel
to Proposition 32KS for the DPF representation.

Define the measure µup¨q :“ Mpu, ¨q. Let ξ P Rn
`` be strictly positive, divide

both sides of equation [B.6] by xµ0, ξy :“
řn
i“1 µ0pruisqξpruisq, and rewrite equation

[B.6] as

V̂ px, µ0q :“
V px, µ0q

xµ0, ξy
“

n
ÿ

i“1

ż

ruis

max
pPx

„

uppkq

ξpruisq
`
δpruisq

ξpruisq
V ppz, uq



dµ0puq

where µ0prujsq :“ µ0prujsqξprujsq{ xµ0, ξy for j “ 1, . . . , n, and µ0

`

rλuj, λ
1ujs

˘

:“

µ0

`“ λuj
ξprujsq

,
λ1uj
ξprujsq

‰˘

so that µ0 is clearly a probability measure. Notice that V̂ px, µ0q

also represents Á. Now, for each u P UM , consider the following renormalizations:
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• Setting ûp¨q :“ up¨q{ξprusq, we obtain µûpDq :“ µu
`

D{ξpru1sq for all measurable
D Ă ru1s and u1 P UM

• µûprujsq :“ µuprujsqξprujsq{ xµu, ξy

• δ̂prusq :“ δprusq xµu, ξy {ξprusq

• V̂ p¨, µûq :“ V p¨, µuq{ xµu, ξy

Then, equation [B.5] can be rewritten as

V̂ px, û1q “

ż

U

max
pPx

“

ûppkq ` δ̂pûqV̂ ppz, ûq
‰

dµû1pûq[B.7]

where V̂ px, µ0q represents Á. Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to discuss why these
transformations are the only transformation that we need consider. By a variation
of Proposition 25KS, we see that any transformation of a measure µû must be a
scaling on the set rus for each rus Ă UM . Therefore, we must have µû

`

r λuj, λ
1ujs

˘

:“

µ
`“ λuj

ξprujsq
,
λ1uj
ξprujsq

‰˘

for all λ1 ą λ ą 0, j “ 1, . . . , n. In particular, the variation of
Proposition 25KS says that µupruisq and δpuiqV p¨, uiq must be identified up to the
same scaling, so that we must also transform δpuiqV p¨, uiq so that δ̂pûiqV̂ p¨, ûiq :“

δpuiqV p¨, ui{ξpruisq. But such a transformation means that δpuq and V p¨, uq must be
transformed as above. We are now in a position to state and prove the following:

Proposition B.14. In the transformation of [B.5] to [B.7] above, there exists ξ P Rn
``

such that δ̂ is independent of rus. Moreover, ξ is unique up to scaling, so that δ̂ is
unique, and therefore the representation in equation [B.7] is unique up to a common
scaling of the measures µ0 Y pµûq.

Proof. A representation with a constant discount factor will obtain immediately if
we can establish that there exists a vector ξ " 0 and a number δ̂ ą 0 such that
δ̂ξprujsq “ δprujsq xµu, ξy for all j “ 1, . . . , n.

Let us now consider this problem from a slightly different point of view. Define
a matrix A where the element aij :“ µuiprujsq. The Markov kernel M is ranking
persistent, which implies that A is a positive stochastic matrix. Define the diagonal
matrix ∆ as follows:

∆ :“

»

—

—

—

–

δpru1sq 0 . . . 0

0 δpru2sq . . . 0
...

... . . . ...
0 0 . . . δprunsq

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl
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where, as before, UM “
Ťn
i“1ruis.

In matrix notation, our problem amounts to finding a ξ " 0 and δ̂ ą 0 such that
δ̂ξ “ ∆Aξ. But this amounts to showing that (i) ξ is an eigenvector of the matrix
∆A, and (ii) δ̂ is the corresponding eigenvalue. The matrix ∆A is positive because A

is positive. Therefore, by the Perron theorem, such a ξ and δ̂ exist, and are unique,
which proves the proposition.

The Perron Theorem is standard and can be found, for instance, as Theorem 1
in chapter 16 of Lax (2007).

Theorem 3 (Perron). Every positive matrix A has a dominant eigenvalue denoted
by δ̂ which has the following properties:
(a) δ̂ ą 0 and the associated eigenvector ξ " 0.
(b) δ̂ is a simple eigenvalue, and hence has algebraic and geometric multiplicity one.
(c) A has no other eigenvector with nonnegative entries.

We now show that µ̂0 is the stationary distribution of the Markov process M .
To ease notational burden, we drop the ‘hats’ from the recursive representation in
[B.7], and also use the Markov kernel M instead of the measures µu.

Proposition B.15. In the representation [B.7], µ0 is the unique measure that satisfies
µ0p duq “

ş

U
µu1pduqµ0pdu

1q, so that µ0 is the unique invariant distribution of the
Markov process M .

Proof. Fix k P K, and define W px, µ0q :“ V ptk, xu, µ0q. By Stationarity (Axiom 6),
W p¨, µ0q represents Á, and by Indifference to Timing (Axiom D.3),

W px, µ0q “ V ptk, xu, µ0q “

ż

U

“

upkq ` δV px, uq
‰

dµ0puq

But V px, uq “
ş

U
maxpPxru

1ppkq ` δV ppz, u
1qsMpu, du1q, so that

W px, µ0q “

ż

U

upkq dµ0puq `

δ

ż

U

”

ż

U

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δV ppz, u
1
q
‰

Mpu, du1q
ı

dµ0puq

“

ż

U

upkq dµ0puq `

δ

ż

U

”

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δV ppz, u
1
q
‰

ż

U

Mpu, du1qqµ0pduq
ı
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Since both W px, µ0q and V px, µ0q represent Á, our uniqueness statement says that
they must induce the same measure over U. This implies that for each u P U,

µ0pdu
1
q “

ż

U

Mpu, du1qµ0pduq

that is, µ0 is the stationary distribution of the Markov process M . By the Perron
Theorem, µ0pruisq must be unique, which implies that the measure on ruis given by
ş

D
µ0pduq for measurable D Ă ruis is also unique. Hence, µ0 is the unique stationary,

and hence ergodic, measure of the Markov process.

An immediate corollary is that µ0 is nice and pUM ,Mq is a nice ranking persistent
Markov process.

Corollary B.16. In the representation [B.7], if µ0 is the invariant measure of the
Markov process pUM ,Mq, then µ0 is nice and pUM ,Mq is a nice ranking contingent
Markov process.

Proof. For the menu pk, xq P Z, V
`

pk, xq
˘

“ µ0uk ` δV px, µ0q, where we have used
the fact that µ0 is the invariant measure of M . As V pxq and V

`

pk, xq
˘

are both finite
(by definition of V ), it follows that µ0uk P R for all k, which proves that µ0 is nice. A
similar proof establishes that Mpu, ¨q is nice for all u.

We shall now establish that the discount factor δ is less than 1.

Proposition B.17. If Á has a recursive representation of the form in (B.7) with
constant δ, then δ P p0, 1q.

Proof. We have already shown that δ ą 0, therefore it suffices to show that δ ă 1.
Let a be the ε neighbourhood of p˚k for some sufficiently small ε ą 0. Then,

ş

U
maxαPa upαq dµ0puq ą 0 because µ0 is nice. Construct the menu y˚ » pa, ty˚uq. Let

η :“
ş

U
maxαPa upαq dµ0puq ą 0. Then, V py˚, µ0q “ η`δV py˚, µ0q, which implies that

V py˚, µ0q “ η
ř

τě0 δ
τ . The finiteness of V py˚, µ0q implies δ ă 1.

B.4. Proof of Proposition 2.9

Proposition 2.9 states that each evolving tastes representation
`

pUM ,Mq, δ
˘

induces
a unique value function V P CpZ ˆ UMq that satisfies equation (4.1) in the text.
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Let W P CpZ ˆ UMq, and consider the function ΦW px, uq, given by

ΦW px, uq :“

ż

U

max
pPx

“

u1ppkq ` δW ppz, u
1
q
‰

Mpu, du1q

for all u P UM and x P Z. It is easy to see that Φ is monotone, ie, W ď W 1 implies
ΦW ď ΦW 1, and satisfies discounting, ie, ΦpW `ρq ď ΦW `δρ when ρ ě 0. Moreover,
ΦW px, uq “ ΦW px, λuq for all λ ą 0. If we assume that ΦW P CpZ ˆ UMqq for all
W P CpZ ˆ UMq, it follows that Φ is a contraction mapping (with modulus δ), and
has a unique fixed point which establishes the proposition.

For each x P Z, u P UM , and W P CpZ ˆ UMq, define

ϕpx, uq “ max
pPx

“

uppkq ` δW ppx, uq
‰

Then,

|ϕpx, uq| ď max
pPx

|uppkq ` δW ppx, uq|

ď ‖u‖2 max
pPx

∣∣∣∣uppkq‖u‖2

∣∣∣∣`max
pPx

δ |W ppx, uq|

ď ‖u‖2M1 `M2,u

where M1 :“ maxxPZ maxpPx

∣∣∣uppkq‖u‖2

∣∣∣, M2,u ą 0, and the bounds follow from the defini-
tion of u P U, the compactness of Z, the continuity of W , the fact that M is a nice
ranking persistent Markov process, and because W p¨, uq “ W p¨, λuq for all λ ą 0.

As W p¨, uq is continuous, the function uppkq ` δW ppz, uq P C
`

K ˆ Z
˘

is a
continuous, linear functional on PpK ˆ Zq, when the latter is endowed with the
topology of weak convergence (which is metrizable). Therefore, by the Maximum
Theorem, for each u P UM , ϕpx, uq is continuous in x.

We will now show that if pxnq P Z8 is a sequence that converges to x P Z, then
ΦW pxn, ¨q Ñ ΦW px, ¨q whenever W P CpZ ˆ UMq. (Since UM is a finitely generated
cone, and because W p¨, uq “ W p¨, λuq for all λ ą 0, any sequence of u’s in UM can
be replaced by a sequence on the equivalence classes truis : i “ 1, . . . , nu, which is
finite. This sequence must eventually be constant, so we may assume, without loss of
generality, that this constant is u P UM .)

Consider any sequence pxnq that converges to x. By the bounds established
above, |ϕpxn, uq| ď ‖u‖2M1`M2,u, and ‖u‖2M1`M2,u is Mpu1, ¨q-integrable because
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Mpu1, ¨q is nice. Moreover,

lim
nÑ8

ΦW pxn, uq “ lim
nÑ8

ż

U

ϕpxn, u
1
qMpu, du1q

“

ż

U

lim
nÑ8

ϕpxn, u
1
qMpu, du1q

“

ż

U

ϕpx, u1qMpu, du1q

“ ΦW px, uq

As x and pxnq are arbitrary, we conclude that ΦW P CpZ ˆ UMq whenever W P

CpZ ˆ UMq. The equalities above rely on the Dominated Convergence Theorem to
interchange the order of limits and integration, and the continuity of ϕp¨, u1q for each
u1 to establish the pointwise limit. This completes the proof.

B.5. Putting it all together

We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. It is straightforward to show that the representation satisfies
all the axioms. With regards to Choice Contingent CSR (Axiom N.1), we can adapt
the ideas from Lemma B.3 to construct consumption menus a and b such that a
outperforms b in only one taste.

Consider then, a preference Á that satisfies Non-triviality (Axiom S.1), Order
(Axiom S.2), Independence (Axiom S.3) and Monotonicity (Axiom S.4). By Theorem
3KS, Á has a finitely additive, EU representation. As Á also satisfies Separability
(Axiom D.1), it follows from Lemma 19KS and Proposition 20KS that any such finitely
additive EU representation also has a finitely additive separable representation by the
functional V pxq “

ş

UKˆr0,1sˆUZ
maxpPx

“

λrppkq ` p1´ λqvppzq
‰

dµpr, λ, vq.
By rewriting λrppkq ` p1 ´ λqvppzq as uppkq ` vppzq, where u “ λ

1´λ
r, and by

making an appropriate transformation to the charge µ (using the change of state space
Lemma 16KS), we may regard the state space as Uˆ UZ . Finiteness (Axiom D.4)
says that U˚, the carrier of the marginal charge on U, has finitely many non-collinear
components. Proposition B.4 says that if the preference also satisfies Choice Contingent
CSR (Axiom N.1), then for each u P U˚, the induced marginal charge µp¨|uq on UZ
has singleton support. In other words, for each u P U˚, there corresponds a unique
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continuation value function v P UZ , which is denoted by vp¨, rusq, which allows us to
take µ as a measure instead of as a charge.

Proposition B.10 says that because Á satisfies Indifference to Timing (Axiom
D.3), vp¨, rusq is also linear. Persistent Preference for Flexibility (Axiom N.2) implies
that vp¨, rusq is monotone. All that remains is to show that there exists a recursive
representation with a constant discount factor, that the discount factor is less than 1,
and that µ0 is the unique stationary distribution of the Markov process. These are
established in Propositions B.15–B.17.

C. Proofs from Section 3

Proof of Proposition 3.2. The ‘if’ part is straightforward. To see the ‘only if’ part,
fix a P FpPpKqq and let za P ZS be the separable menu that provides a in each
period. Because Á and Á: agree on separable problems, it follows that V and V : are
equivalent up to scaling on ZS. That is,

V pza, µ0q “
1

1´ δ

ż

UM

max
pPa

uppkq dµ0puq

“ ζ ¨
1

1´ δ:

ż

UM

max
pPa

uppkq dµ:0puq

“ ζV :pza, µ
:

0q

where we have used the fact that µ0 and µ:0 are ergodic distributions. Up to a scaling,
this is the representation in Dekel, Lipman, and Rustichini (2001), which is also defined
on FpPpKqq. Using their identification result, it follows that

ż

tλu:λě0u

λ dµ0pλuq “ ζ

ż

tλu:λě0u

λ dµ:0pλuq[C.1]

for each u P UM . Recall that rus “ tu1 P UM : u19uu and that there exists finitely
many u1, . . . , un such that UM “

Ťn
i“1ruis. Summing over all these equivalence classes

and using [C.1], which implies UM “ U:M , we find that

µ0u :“

ż

UM

u dµ0puq “
n
ÿ

i“1

ż

ruis

λu dµ0pλuq

“ ζ
n
ÿ

i“1

ż

ruis

λu dµ:0pλuq

“ ζ

ż

UM

u dµ:0puq “: ζµ:0u
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Now, pick any prize k for which µ0upkq ‰ 0. Then, for ztku P ZS, which gives the prize
k in each period, we have

V pztku, µ0q “
1

1´ δ

ż

UM

upkq dµ0puq

“ ζ ¨
1

1´ δ:

ż

UM

upkq dµ:0puq

“ ζV :pztku, µ
:

0q

But we have already established that µ0u “ ζµ:0puq, which implies that δ “ δ:, as
claimed.

Proof of Theorem 2. Observe first, that with ζ “ 1 in Proposition 3.2, V pz, µ0q “

V :pz, µ:0q for all z P ZS. Second, observe that for z P Ziid we have

V pz, µ0q “

ż

UM

max
pkPz

“

uppkq ` δV ppk, uq
‰

dµ0puq

Notice that uppkq ` δV ppk, uq can be expanded as

uppkq ` δ

ż

up1qppkqMpu, dup1qq ` δ2
ż

up2qppkqM
2
pu, dup2qq ` ¨ ¨ ¨

where Mnpu, ¨q is the n-step probability measure over UM induced by M . But notice
now that Upu, pkq “ upkq ` δ

ş

Upup1q, pkqMpu, dup1qq can be expanded as

uppkq ` δ

ż

up1qppkqMpu, dup1qq ` δ2
ż

up2qppkqM
2
pu, dup2qq ` ¨ ¨ ¨

where Upu, pkq is defined in [3.1]. Therefore,

V pz, µ0q “

ż

UM

max
pkPz

Upu, pkq dµ0puq

“

ż

UM

max
pkPz

A

Ũpuq, pk

E

dµ0puq

“

ż

ŨpUM q

max
pkPz

xũ, pky dµ̃pũq

“

ż

ŨpUM q

max
pkPz

ũppkq dµ̃pũq

where x¨, ¨y is a standard inner product and Ũ and µ̃ are defined in [3.2] and [3.3]

respectively.
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But maxpkPz ũppkq is convex in ũ. Therefore, Theorem 7.2.1.7 in Torgersen (1991)
(which generalizes the theorem of Blackwell (1953) to measures with unbounded
support) implies that V pz, µ0q ě V :pz, µ:0q if, and only if, µ̃ is a dilation of µ̃:, as
claimed.
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